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	Gaining a clear understanding of the value of questions is

	probably the single most dominant factor in my overall success

	in business and in life. As a sales trainer and the author of ten

	books on the subject of selling, including How to Master the Art

	of Selling, I have always been a believer in the value of questions.

	I teach this premise in all of my seminars: When you are

	talking you are only covering what you already know. The only

	way to learn what the other person needs (and what you don't

	already know) is to ask questions-over, under, and all around

	the topic of conversation-and then listen to the answers. People

	who ask questions in business and in life are more respected

	and, usually, more wealthy. If you doubt this, think of people

	like Barbara WaIters, Oprah Winfrey, Art Linkletter, Larry

	King, and the other great interviewers of our time. Their careers

	revolve around their ability to get people talking and they

	accomplish this by asking questions.
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AngularJS: Up and Running: Enhanced Productivity with Structured Web AppsO'Reilly, 2014

	
		If want to get started with AngularJS, either as a side project, an additional tool, or for your main work, this practical guide teaches you how to use this meta-framework step-by-step, from the basics to advanced concepts. By the end of the book, you’ll understand how to develop a large, maintainable, and performant...
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Computational Methods for Deep Learning: Theoretic, Practice and Applications (Texts in Computer Science)Springer, 2020

	
		Integrating concepts from deep learning, machine learning, and artificial neural networks, this highly unique textbook presents content progressively from easy to more complex, orienting its content about knowledge transfer from the viewpoint of machine intelligence. It adopts the methodology from graphical theory, mathematical...
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SONAR 4 Power!Course Technology PTR, 2004
Dig deep down into the new features of SONAR 4 and learn how to conquer each one through step-by-step examples and exercises that are designed to make your composing and recording sessions run more smoothly. From initially customizing SONAR 4 to creating and producing a surround sound mix, get ready to explore all that SONAR 4 has to offer! Learn...
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Space And TimeCase Press, 2007

	SPACE AND TIME BY EMILE BOREL Honorary Director of LEcole Normalc Supcrieure Professor of the Faculte des Sciences of Paris Member of the Institute BLACKIE SON LIMITED LONDON AND GLASGOW 1926 Preface The reader will not find here a didactic account of Einsteins theories. Such an account requires the use of the formulas of mathematical physics...
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Implicit Objects Computer GraphicsSpringer, 2002
Implicit definition and description of geometric objects and surfaces plays a critical role in the appearance and manipulation of computer graphics. In addition, the mathematical definition of shapes, using an implicit form, has pivotal applications for geometric modeling, visualization and animation.   Until recently, the parametric form has been...
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Cascading Style Sheets: Designing for the Web, Third EditionAddison Wesley, 2005
Direct from the creators of CSS, this is the definitive  reference to CSS 2.1, today's indispensable standard for controlling the  appearance of any Web or XML document. This full-color book doesn't just show  how to use every significant CSS 1 and 2.x feature; it carefully explains the  "why" behind today's most...
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